WHY JOIN CySER?

- $1000 stipend per semester
- $2000 stipend for attending a 2-week summer workshop in May-June, here on the WSU campus
- Help finding cybersecurity-related summer internships
- Summer workshop involves presentations and discussions with cybersecurity professors and industry professionals, hands-on activities where participants learn how to use cybersecurity tools and techniques, and field trips to tech and defense sites
- Bi-weekly seminars from cybersecurity professors and professionals
- Book club with assigned cybersecurity non-fiction reading and bi-weekly discussions
- Participation in mentored research program with graduate student mentors working on cybersecurity-related research, including presentation of that research in a poster session at the summer workshop

INTERESTED IN CYBERSECURITY?

- Put your computer science skills to the test.
- Develop a deeper understanding of the tech world and how modern infrastructure and data is protected.
- Cybersecurity professionals are in high demand, and have average starting salaries above those in many other fields.
- WSU offers two certificates that can be earned alongside your Bachelor’s Degree: CySER CAE-CO Fundamentals, and CySER Basics.

ABOUT CySER

- Part of the VICEROY program
- Funded by DoD through the Griffiss Institute
- For more info, visit cyser.wsu.edu

WHO CAN APPLY?

- WSU undergraduates in any year (freshman through senior)
- Citizenship or green card required by DoD
- Must be able to participate Fall 2023 and Spring 2024 (one academic year)
- Attendance required for seminars, and participation in mentorship program.

APPLY AT
cyser.wsu.edu/apply/